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Gold ends up 2.4% at $927.30, the highest in six months

Citi Sustainable Development Investments looks to spin out
By Jonathan Shieber
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NEW YORK (MarketWatch) -- The alternative energy and sustainability-focused
private equity investment group at Citigroup Inc. (C: 3.63, -0.27, -6.9%) , Citi
Sustainable Development Investments, is looking to extricate itself from its
troubled parent, Clean Technology Insight has learned.

Founded in 2007 and considered to be a major component of Citi's spring 2007
plan to direct $50 billion over 10 years to address global climate change through
investment and financing, the group has fallen victim to the larger liquidity crunch
at the New York financial services giant, sources said.

"They are trying to find a home," said one alternative energy and sustainability-
focused private equity investor with knowledge of the firm's activities.

(This story also appeared in Clean Technology Investor, a newsletter and
information service published by Dow Jones & Co.)

One person familiar with investments at Citi Sustainable Development
Investments said the firm could either partner with an existing green investment
fund or spin itself out to raise its own fund.

A spokeswoman for Citigroup declined to comment about the fund or its
activities.

Last week, Citigroup announced a restructuring plan that slices off peripheral or
ailing businesses and assets into a separate division called Citi Holdings. The
remaining assets of the company, consisting of Citigroup's investment bank,
credit-card operations, private bank and regional banking units in parts of the
world will fall under the auspices of a new division called Citicorp.

The alternative investments group, which includes Sustainable Development
Investments and several other private equity vehicles, the company's
infrastructure funds, fixed income strategy funds, Metalmark Capital and the
Quantitative Strategies unit would operate under the Citicorp banner after the
separation.

Other funds would operate under the auspices of Citi Holdings and include
Citigroup Venture Capital Investments, Citi Property Investors, and Citi Hedge
Fund Management Group.

It should come as no surprise that private equity firms affiliated with large
commercial banks would be looking for the exits, according to some investors at
secondary private equity firms. Those investors note that while it's a little early for
alternative energy investment funds to offer an appealing return for secondary
buyers, troubled financial institutions may want to sell their assets.

"Citi and other large money-center banks are certainly looking at ways to turn to
their core businesses, which do not include these...activities," said one investor
at a large secondary firm.

The Citi Sustainable Development portfolio includes companies ranging from
water desalination project developers, like Stamford, Conn.-based Poseidon
Resources Inc., and new recycling companies, like Richmond, Calif.-based MBA
Polymers, to Solar Reserve LLC, a Santa Monica, Calif.-based utility-scale solar
energy storage company, and Cambridge, Mass.-based coal-gasification
technology developer GreatPoint Energy Inc.

For some investors the Citi spin-out could be the tip of the iceberg. "Generally, I
would say that those (private equity) commitments are at risk," said the
alternative energy investor. "It's relatively easy for (banks) to turn off the tap and
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Meanwhile, the uncertain economic climate is making alternative energy
financing harder to come by and the market is stagnating for want of capital,
investors said. That could make it more difficult for the Sustainable Development
Investment group to get the cash it needs.

"We're in an environment where everyone is focusing on their existing
investments and making sure those companies are adequately prepared to
survive and thrive in whatever the changed (financial) environment is," the
alternative energy investor said.
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